HGSA Meeting 11-7-19

RSO Update:

Club status and negative account balance
   - Website is functioning, but we need to get some clarity on the negative account balance.
   - RSO funding has to be submitted by November, 14th

Updates from the Representatives:

BLOG (Sam F. via Delaney)
   - Go read Sam E’s most recent article
   - Talk to Sam about blog submissions

GPSA (Sam E.)
   - Talk to Sam about GPSA service opportunities and committee work. There are some great professional development opportunities.
   - Lauren’s Promise: Be aware of this pledge, what it is, why it matters, and make sure it is on yours or your faculty’s syllabus
     READ SUTTONS EMAIL IF YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT THIS IS

COLLOQUIUM (Delaney)
   - What do you want from spring semester colloquiums?

PRESIDENT (Elisha)
   - What day do we want to have Sutton come to speak and ask questions?  We discussed next meeting, although there was a question at the end of the meeting if that was too long to wait in regards to class offerings and departmental responses to sexual assault and related offences.
- HGSA meeting reschedule *Will move to the Friday.*
- Training on reporting issues? *There was no specific interest, but it was again discussed as a potential need in our later conversation.* *Alternatives to Violence of the Palouse was mentioned as a resource.*
- Next Dive Bar: Devil’s Toboggan in Troy next Thurs. or Fri.
  - *Friday was the consensus*

RCI (Aaron)
- Corey Johnson has announced student access to Global News has been renewed
  - There is going to be a pilot RCI classes (Hatter and Stratton). *This is a heads up because it could be your TA assignment.*

MA (Matt)
- Scholarships applications are in, you should hear soon.

Conversation on healing & systemic change regarding sexual assault/harassment
  - *There were no notes taken on this conversation, but if you would like to no more contact Delaney.*